The Wooly Enquirer

1 May 2009
As sad as it is, with 4th Dougians departing even as this is written... we come to the last wooly of this semester! :( Through Gromers and Hainens, over the valleys of the Tarunian Pridelands, and in the thick of man-purses and petting zoos, the wooly stands tall. Rest assured that it will return next year. But now I’m afraid that it is time to GETLINE or GETOUT.

In Brief:
✦ Hoover Spirit: The Vacuum That Could! ... straight from the 80’s, cut down from sand.
✦ Hold up the Hainen train, Asaah’s still gots to take a shower (“Geeze Asaah, Come on!”)
✦ Princess Busch is looking for her head. If found, please return to torso.
✦ Watch it! The Paulus One has control of the Gatorade Wrapper.
✦ Special notice! Da Bryan Cave has been converted into a beach. Watch out for squid!
✦ Beckerville has recalibrated its timetable and will now be undergoing demolition one day earlier!
✦ Czar Joe is busy organizing his cities of the Soviet future. Beware!
✦ Everybody seems to be landing on St. Robert’s Place... probably cause it’s far nicer than Baits will ever be.
✦ Oh noes! Jeremiah’s still in the Dude! Quick get him out of there!

Announcements:

DOTA POWERING DOWN
Genius! The University has found a way to shut down DotA games! Where homework failed, where projects failed, and where exam week fell flat on its face, move-out succeeded! The DotA Coalition has been broken up! DIE DOTA! DIE!

GET LINE OR GET OUT!
Nick caught on, will you? Bryan’s sand--gone. Joe’s Pizza--gone. Paul’s Bessies--gone. Jason’s bag of chocolate-- gone. School’s over... So if you’re still in Burlodge, I got a few words to say... GET LINE or GET OUT!!!!!

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

“That’s gotta be one of the stupidest things I’ve ever seen.”

“Dude, have you looked in the mirror lately?”

This Classic Moment brought to you by Mammoth Milk. Mammoth Milk: 10,000 years of fresh milk, guaranteed to give you mammoth-strength for your mammoth-sized workday.

Robert Tip of the Week

Robert’s Law of the Pipe:
Don’t talk in the pipe.
Departures from 4th Doug Station

**Hainen Train**
For the travelers who wake up early on Sunny Saturday mornings, hop aboard the Hainen train for breakfast paradise with the world’s favorite art student.

**Der Sheng Flyer**
Following close behind the Hainen train and filled with many half-awake software pirates, the Der Sheng Flyer is guaranteed to get you in the mood for yet another 7 hours of DotA.

**Magic Train**
If such a traveler feels the need to eat a half an hour before everyone else, join Brian and Nick on the Magic Train. If you’re lucky, you’ll be arriving back at 4th Doug station just as the Gromer train departs.

**Gromer Train**
The standard 5:30 dinner train, the Gromer train will often add extra cars to serve a rising Baits/Courtyards/Highlands clientele. Use caution as to which car you choose, however, as many are often transferred to Bessie Track 5 without warning.

**Real Bryan Express**
For the traveller with a more flexible agenda, give the Real Bryan Express a try. It departs whenever Real Bryan gets hungry. Also, a car is dedicated to Python programming for your entertainment.

**WoodChuck Watcher Paradise**
For the bold who seek the fabled White WoodChuck, I wish them well on their journey. Aye, there be many o’ Chuck to be seen, and mayhap the white woodchuck will appear just one day...

**The Fiebelkorn Cannonball**
Perhaps one of the most tricky trains to catch, the Fiebelkorn Cannonball departs at the sound of a door slamming. Like a silent dinosaur stalking its prey, this dino-train may slip right beneath your camera. Rest assured, however, that at re-arrival to station, you’ll get your full 53 minutes of Halo.

**The Brett Cancer Special**
Starting with a kick in the face and ending with a kick in the face, the Brett Cancer Special is guaranteed to wake even the most slumberous of Larsons.

**The Snotty Kid Olympian**
Perhaps if a traveller feels like spending time with “quite possibly the hairiest kid in Burlodge,” this train is just the ticket. A key fact in play, however, is the traveler's skill v. Wolf in Brawl. Be careful so as not to interrupt his calm mediation/homework time.

**The Ndangoh Zephyr**
Perhaps if the traveller is in the mood to be late for something, the Ndangoh Zephyr would come into consideration. Guaranteed to leave at least 45 minutes after its scheduled departure time, the Ndangoh Zephyr just might be perfect.

**Harvest Bar Express**
Hop on board for the Harvest Bar Express! The world loves this train so there’s no way it can derail. Oh my God!
Feeding: I Beat Kenny 2.0
For those of you sick of the weekly mantra, I beat Kenny, I beat Kenny, I beat Kenny... it’s time to take a new direction. After beating Kenny week after week, it really is time for this Kenny creature to stop being beaten... despite his best efforts to sprint in the rain from bus #2, and his armed conflicts with a Warrior-WoodChuck, the Kenny continues to be beaten. Thus, I unveil to you today the new direction of the I Beat Kenny Alliance: The Department of Feeding! I Fed Kenny! It actually is a brilliant stratagem: **Step 1:** Invite Kenny to Lunch. **Step 2:** Swipe yourself in (thus beating Kenny). **Step 3:** Swipe Kenny in. But this plan hinges on thing.... nobody tell him, “It’s a trap!”

Ben Zhang’s To Do List
- Wake Up
  - Beat Kenny
- Go to Class
- Go to Lunch
  - Beat Kenny
- Draw Gundams
- Play DotA
  - Beat Kenny
  - Beat Kenny Again
- Go to Dinner
  - Feed Kenny
- Visit Santa
- Shoryukan Some People
  - Beat Kenny
- Prank 4th Bartlett’s Showers
- Shower at 3AM
  - Beat Kenny
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Jon Turns Wasteful
Uh huh. Just swell. That Jon character-- some would call him Jon the Untrustworthy-- it was only a matter of time until we discovered the wasteful monster that really lurks behind that quiet poker face of him. In him burns the rage of wastefulness, the fury of enduring Gidley, and the ferocity built up from weeks of missing Darol’s homely presence in 4th Doug. Small wonder that Jon has been turning to the Stalker Game for weeks-- by coursing his boiling anger into stalking, he had hoped to mask the wastefulness that has been pervading his life day in and day out. Ah, but now, caught red-handed in the act, Jon has nowhere to turn. It’s done, Jon. I’m going to tell you one last time. ... ... Stop being wasteful!
WoodChuck Watch
Logged: 4.29.09 16:32 ET
Location: The Bursley/Baits Station Stop
Weather: Sunny, discs falling from the sky, squid beachings starting to rival the whales
Status: WoodChuck spotted off the port bow, scampering into the thick, lush forests near the bus stop.

Analysis...
Oh WoodChuck, why can’t we stay here with you? I envy your summer plans: playing Halo with Dyle and Robert all summer long-- the luckiest WoodChuck in the world, methinks. If I may be so humble to ask oh Great One…. why hast thou abandoned thy land beneath Gromer Prime? Oh wait... maybe that question isn’t such a mystery.

All Hail the Great WoodChuck!

Study on Homework Patterns Released

Figure 1: Chris’s Homework Output Superior to Dilanese

Jeremiah Retreats to Bears Fan Haven
Well okay maybe Dearborn isn’t exactly chock full of Bars fans, but it comes close, right? One Bears Fan-- that makes up a good 10% of all Bears Fans in the entire world. Like anyone could actually be a Bears fan. Hmph. Bears Fans... what do they contribute to society? Supporting a football team that is just there, unearthing Dead Moose Carcasses, hooking unsuspecting peeps on Star Trek mania, and worst of all, fooling us all with those despicable impersonations-- no wonder Fiebs is in tears. As a matter of fact, we should take a page out of the Book of Brett and kick them in the face until they submit to the inherent inferiority of being a Bears fan.

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.
May ye cave stay warm and dry!